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3,3,22 Rev. 3 vs. 1 to 6, Sardis     

The church we’ll look at next week, Philadelphia, will be a very encouraging study.  

However, Sardis is going to be, well, Sardis.  So, stay with me a couple of weeks 

and you’ll recover from the conviction the letter to Sardis causes. 

I realize that Laodicea is the primary characteristic of the church globally at the 

end, and we can definitely see that in a massive number of churches, especially in 

the U.S. and Europe.  Because of people we know and organizations we track in 

other countries like Africa and China, Laodicea is definitely making inroads there 

too – which is surprising in China.  The underground church is still strong and 

growing, but like Paul warned the Ephesian elders in Acts 20:29-31; 

“I know this, that after my departure savage wolves will come in among you, 

not sparing the flock. Also, from among yourselves men will rise up, speaking 

perverse things, to draw away the disciples after themselves. Therefore 

watch, and remember that for three years I did not cease to warn everyone 

night and day with tears.” 

This is simply a reality for the church, wherever it is, over the last 2000 years, and 

it’s especially true in our generation.   

But the church we’re looking at tonight is probably the one that best describes the 

condition of the church in our country in 2022.  I think you’ll see why as we move 

through this letter. 

One of the sites I used for this study introduced this letter like this; 

“The message addressed to the angel of the church of Sardis is notable for 

several reasons. Like the letter to Laodicea, it is an unmixed message of 

rebuke and censor. It is almost devoid of any word of commendation such as 

characterized the word of Christ to the other churches.” 

G. Campbell Morgan affirms this when he wrote; 

“There is a marked change in our Lord’s method of address to the church at 

Sardis. Hitherto (Mr. Morgan is ‘old school’) He has commenced with words 

of commendation. Here, He commenced with words of condemnation. In 

the other churches, evil had not been the habit, but rather the exception, 
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and therefore it was possible first to commend. Here the case is reversed, 

and almost no word of commendation is addressed to the church at Sardis.” 

So, let’s read through Rev. 3:1-6; 

“And to the angel of the church in Sardis write, ‘These things says, ‘He who 

has the seven spirits of God and the seven stars: ‘I know your works, that 

you have a name that you are alive, but you are dead. Be watchful, and 

strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die, for I have not 

found your works perfect before God. Remember therefore how you have 

received and heard; hold fast and repent. Therefore, if you will not watch, I 

will come upon you as a thief, and you will not know what hour I will come 

upon you. You have a few names even in Sardis who have not defiled their 

garments; and they shall walk with Me in white, for they are worthy. He who 

overcomes shall be clothed in white garments, and I will not blot out his 

name from the Book of Life; but I will confess his name before My Father 

and before His angels. He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says 

to the churches.’” 

In the passage I read earlier in Acts 20, when Paul warned the Ephesian elders 

about the dangers the church faces, he also tells them what their only defense is 

against those dangers; 

(Acts 20:27) “I have not neglected to declare to you the whole counsel of 

God.” (And we could add vs. 32) “So now, brethren, I commend you to God 

and to the word of His grace, which is able to build you up . . .” 

Only the truth, in fullness, can protect the church from deception.   

(2 Tim. 2:15; 3:14; 4:2,3) “Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a 

worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth 

. . . you must continue in the things which you have learned and been 

assured of, knowing from whom you have learned them . . . Preach the 

word. Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with 

all longsuffering and teaching. For the time will come when they will not 

endure sound doctrine.”  

The ’time has come’. 
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And please don’t make the mistake of thinking that if a pastor is going through the 

Bible, verse-by-verse, he must be covering what Paul calls “whole counsel of God”.  

As we’ll see, regardless of the approach, in churches like Sardis the teaching is 

superficial and misses the depth of knowledge and spiritual realities that are in the 

scriptures.  It’s not the method; it’s the content that matters. 

The central themes of all the epistles in the New Testament, especially in Paul’s 

letters, are the eternal purpose of God revealed in the mystery of the Body of 

Christ.  Everything else the apostles taught built on that foundation, and without 

that foundation, instruction becomes little more than ‘here’s a verse and here’s a 

life-application’. 

The mystery doctrines of the New Testament, which Paul said were “hidden in past 

ages” literally defines the age we are living in.  And because it’s the age of the 

progressive conquest and eventual dethronement of Satan, he is doing all he can 

to remove these truths from the pulpits of our churches.  

We can tell from the letters Paul, Peter and the others wrote, that these doctrines 

were the central theme of apostolic teaching and were the most consistent 

doctrines repeated throughout the epistles.  But when was the last time you heard 

these truths taught in your church? 

We saw in previous studies that the Bible wasn’t given to make us better persons 

with ‘life applications’ of moral principles; it was given to be understood spiritually 

so Christ Himself can be formed in us. 

(2 Cor. 4:7-11) “But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the 

excellence of the power may be of God and not of us. We are . . . always 

carrying about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life of Jesus 

also may be manifested in our body. For we who live are always delivered to 

death for Jesus’ sake, that the life of Jesus also may be manifested in our 

mortal flesh.” 

(Gal. 4:19) “My little children, of whom I travail in birth again until Christ is 

formed in you.” 

In most of the first century churches, (as we saw also in Pergamum) a drift away 

from the spiritual to the academic took place.  Sardis is one of those. 
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We’ve seen that the way the Lord presents himself to each of these churches is to 

address what the church needs most.  

To Sardis he calls Himself "Him Who has the seven spirits of God and the seven 

stars."  We saw what these symbols meant the first chapter of Revelation. The 

"seven spirits" are a symbol of the Holy Spirit in his fullness. What this church at 

Sardis desperately needed was the Spirit -- life by the Spirit.  And the “seven stars” 

are the angels, or literally messengers, of the churches; those responsible to make 

sure each church fully understands what’s been sent to them. 

So, the idea of fullness related to the Holy Spirit – to spiritual reality and 

understanding, is what Sardis lacked. 

The enemy’s deception and appeal to the church has always been the same.  He 

convinces believers to live the Christian life relying on their natural resources 

within the soul (mind, emotion and will).  

So, what we see in our country now is a Christianity making its appeal either to our 

mind in reformed or Calvinistic churches, or to our emotion in the hyper-

charismatic churches.   

I don’t how many of you have been to Chuck O’Rama or to a Golden Corral, but 

they try to provide options for every unique personality that walks through their 

doors, because, obviously, not all our tastes are the same. 

So, Satan, in his “angel of light” disguise, is appealing to a multiplicity of tastes, 

from the Charismatics with ‘signs, miracles, healings, etc.’ to the intellectual with 

Reformed Theology (Calvinism), to the patriotic conservatives (which we’ll look at 

more in a few minutes).  Something for everyone. 

All of these are designed for one thing – to keep the Church from reaching 

maturity, from reaching the measure of the statue of the fullness of Christ.  

Because when it does Satan knows he’s going to be crushed under the feet of that 

overcoming Church. 

As we’ll see, this is what our Lord meant in vs. 2 by “I have not found your works 

complete before God.” 
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When we studied the church at Pergamum, we looked at this in more detail, so I 

won’t do that again here.  I just wanted to show that Sardis has its own 

unfortunate adaptation of soul-based Christianity that our Lord is addressing. 

So, our Lord begins His message to Sardis by telling them that only the ministry of 

the Holy Spirit in fullness that can resolve their unspiritual condition. 

And as we saw in Timothy and 1 Corinthians, the ministry of the Holy Spirit is to 

form Christ in us through our spiritual understanding of the major doctrines of the 

Church Age, especially God’s eternal purpose in Christ. 

(Col. 1:25-27) “I became its servant by the commission God gave me to fully 

proclaim to you the word of God, the mystery that was hidden for ages and 

generations but is now revealed to His saints. To them God has chosen to 

make known among the Gentiles the glorious riches of this mystery, which is 

Christ in you, the hope of glory.” 

Put simply, the mystery is that the church is Christ in corporate expression. 

If that mystery, which in Acts 20 Paul calls the “full proclamation of the word of 

God” is not being taught and doubled down on constantly until we are living in its 

reality, then the Bible is simply not being taught in a way that moves a child of God 

from infancy to maturity. 

And that’s exactly what’s happening in American Christianity – Satan has removed 

the most essential truths of the scriptures to ensure that the church in our country 

does not reach spiritual maturity and become a threat to him. 

Listen to Paul’s next verse in Col. 1:28; 

“We proclaim Christ admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so 

that we may present everyone mature in Christ.” 

This same appeal is made to the Hebrews believers in Heb. 6:1: “. . . leaving the 

instruction of the elementary principles of Christ, let us go on to maturity.” 

This is what Sardis failed to do; and it’s what many of the churches in our country 

are also failing to do.  They are focused on a thousand ways to stay with the 

instruction of the elementary principles of Christ. 
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Dr. Vance Havner wrote that spiritual ministries often go through four stages: a 

man, a movement, a machine, and then a monument. Sardis was at the 

‘monument’ stage.  They were trying to live on form over substance. 

I don’t who wrote this – it was in a study by Ray Stedman; it’s a poem about the 

church at Sardis (and by application, many of the churches in our country); 

 Outwardly splendid, as of old, 

Inwardly lifeless, dead and cold. 

Her force and fire all spent and gone, 

Like the dead moon, she still shines on. 

In the last part of Rev. 3:1, our Lord says this, “I know your works, that you have a 

name (a reputation) that you are alive, but you are dead.” 

This is why so many believers will attend a church that is dead, but all they see is 

life – they sense the atmosphere, the friendliness of other believers, the energy of 

the pastor; they feel the emotional charge generated by the worship team.  And 

when they put all of this together, and their soul (not their spirit), goes into action 

to determine if this is a church that’s alive or dead, they are sure it’s alive; that the 

“force and fire” are still there. 

That’s called “having a reputation that you are alive, but you are dead”. 

The reputation of the church in Sardis, by both the community around them and 

the members of the church itself, was that they were an active, missional, 

doctrinally sound, compassionate assembly.   

But Christ isn’t using the “mind, emotion and will” to determine spiritual reality; He 

has the resources of the “seven spirits of God” to see what’s really in Sardas. 

From the Bible.org site, the author wrote this; 

“The church at Sardis evidently had a positive reputation among the 

churches in the area and was considered a spiritual church and one that had 

an effective ministry and testimony for God. From the divine standpoint, 

however, it is considered as a church that had only a name of being alive and 

actually was dead as far as spiritual life and power were concerned. This 

searching judgment of Christ as it relates to the church of Sardis is one to be 
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pondered by the modern church, which often is full of activity even though 

there is little that speaks of Christ and spiritual life.”  

This is a quote from author Calvin Miller; 

“Many Christians are really Christaholics and not disciples at all. Disciples are 

cross-bearers; they seek Christ. Christaholics seek happiness. Disciples 

discipline themselves, and the demands they place on themselves leave 

them enjoying the happiness of their growth. Christaholics are escapists 

looking for a shortcut to Nirvana.” 

You’ve probably noticed by now that each of the seven letters is addressed first to 

the “angel” or “messenger” of each church.  In other words, Christ is either 

commending or warning the pastors first, before any application is made to the 

congregations. 

This is because the Lord holds the seven stars (the seven messengers) in His right 

hand (Rev. 1:16,20) – and as such, they are accountable to Him for the spiritual 

condition of those under their care. 

So, the first place we would look to know whether a church is alive or dead 

spiritually is at its leadership. 

For example; if the pastor is someone who won’t teach the full council of God 

(including the mystery doctrines of the Pauline letters), and who won’t warn the 

church of the specific spiritual dangers they face (as Paul did in Acts 20); what you 

end up with is a congregation who ‘won’t put up with sound doctrine’ (2 Tim. 4:3); 

which is a prophecy of the apostate church of the end times. 

Or a pastor who censors the Bible, which, for example, is evidenced by not 

teaching eschatology (which makes up over 1/3 of the Bible) and not making 

applications to this generation.  What results from that neglect of ensuring his 

church is like the sons of Issachar who “understood the times” (1 Chron. 12:32), is 

a congregation made up of those who fulfill another end-times prophecy given in 2 

Pet. 3:3-4; 

“You must understand that in the last days scoffers will come following their 

own evil desires; saying ‘Where is the promise of His coming?’” 
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Or pastors who teach only milk and avoid things that are controversial or 

confrontative.  We already looked at the passage in 2 Tim. where Paul instructed 

Timothy, the pastor at Ephesus, to “teach, convince, rebuke and exhort”.   

We don’t hear a lot of that kind of teaching in the “don’t offend anyone” 

generation.  There’s little to no “challenge” being given. 

And keep in mind that there’s not one person on this planet that believes the 

church they’ve committed to is dead.  Everyone one of them has relied on soul-

based interpretation coupled with their church’s internal and external reputation. 

There’s one other thing we need to consider in relation to the condition of Sardis 

as applied to our time.  It’s the direction the church in America has taken following 

the roll out of Covid and the mandates, along with the growing exposure of the 

Biden administration. 

We’ve talked in the past about the fact that the church is “not of this world” and 

Jesus made it clear when He said “My kingdom is not of this world, if it was, my 

servants would fight.”   

The so-called “Great Awakening” America is experiencing by the growing exposure 

of the dangers of the vaccine and the evil of the Democratic party is not a “Great 

Awakening”, but just part of a pre-planned battle that Satan is orchestrating to 

convince the church to leave it’s other-worldly calling and join what Revelation 

calls “earth-dwellers” in their fight for personal rights and freedoms, and to help 

them in their mission to take down the Deep State. 

It's like Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance battling Darth Vader and the Dark 

Empire – in reality, both use the same “Force” to empower them.   

Trump was head of the Rebel Alliance – the light side of the force – and the 

Obama/Biden presidency is head of the Empire – the dark side.  But both are 

controlled by the same invisible Force (Lucifer) with the intent of dividing the 

country and pulling the church into the Rebel Alliance and away from her mission 

and purpose in this life. 

And the number of pastors that have adopted a “God and country” mentality, 

determined to recover the America of the founding fathers, is growing by the 

thousands almost daily as things intensify. 
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Don’t forget the spiritual and moral status of America in 2018, before Biden and 

Covid.  From the yearly increase of infanticide through abortion, to 

transgenderism, our country was already under the judgment of God (which we 

saw spelled out in Rom. 1).  The “good old days” were way more impressive to 

conservatives than to God. 

It’s a very effective plan on the part of Satan – he knows that a house divided 

against itself can’t stand, so what better way to divide the church than to saturate 

her with only the most elementary of doctrines from the pulpits, so she has zero 

discernment to detect the spiritual threats we face, and then pull her away from 

that which is spiritual and eternal into a battle to maintain an earthly kingdom 

instead of advancing the heavenly kingdom. 

As we’ve seen in all the letters in Revelation, Satan doesn’t want to silence the 

church; he wants to corrupt her. 

As one self-proclaimed prophet (Art Mancheno) put it; 

“We have learned how to prime the mind to bend reality as a species.  To 

focus, channel & manifest.  Shadow government / revealed; New World 

Order / vulnerable; Elite occult human trafficking / exposed; banking cartel / 

spotlighted; Hollywood illusion / shattered; media empire / crumbling; mass 

awakening / beginning.  We’re watching the death of the Control Matrix in 

real time.” 

It's not surprising to see Alex Jones and other alternate media celebrities join this 

bandwagon.  This world is their world.  The only way to save it is to defeat those 

who seek to destroy it.  Makes total sense – and if this was our world too, we 

should absolutely join them. 

But it’s a complete deception.  And we are increasingly seeing Christian pastors 

join arms with false prophets and pastors in this battle.  We don’t “wrestle against 

flesh and blood”; but apparently much of the church no longer believes that. 

As author John Blanchet wrote, 

“We’re often so focused on the devil as a murderer and destroyer that we 

miss the reality he also wants to make this world as appealing as possible, 

disguising himself as an angel of light; a servant of righteousness, to tie our 
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allegiances to the empires of this world.  We have to remember that the 

devils’ first murder was spiritual, not physical.  And it’s the spiritual realm 

that Satan’s greatest mass murder is taking place. . .  The prophets of the 

Lord were never the best-selling authors of their day. . . Don’t forget, Judas 

was a freedom-fighter hoping to ‘make Israel great again’ by taking down 

the evil Roman empire. . . Christians have turned the Bible from a book 

about Christ defeating sin to a book about the church defeating tyranny.” 

But this deception has pulled the church into something more dangerous than 

simply fighting socialism.  It has brought the church into alignment with false 

teachers under the guise of joining hands to fight totalitarianism. 

This is a meme I found, “Things Paul never said, ‘I exhort you, brethren, to join with 

members of false religious systems to fight against the evils in society.”   

I only have time to cite one example of all this, but we need at least one in real 

time, so we can get a visual of what this actually looks like.  And I’m not picking on 

this pastor over others, the list is a mile long and growing.  I’m only using him 

because he has risen to the forefront of this movement among evangelical pastors.   

And don’t forget, these people are absolutely sincere in what they are doing; but 

like Ian Thomas said, some of the most dangerous leaders in the Body of Christ are 

those who are “enthusiastically unenlightened”. 

So, we’re going to look at Jack Hibbs for a few minutes.  To do this, I’m going to 

read from an article on the ‘New Apostolic Reformation’.  The NAR is an 

organization that believes their leaders are present day apostles and that the goal 

of the church is to conquer the world politically and culturally through what they 

call the “Seven Mountains Mandate” – which is basically the dominionist theology 

of Augustine and the Catholic Church dressed up in contemporary terminology. 

Here’s the article; 

“The New Apostolic Reformation apostles are co-opting patriotic Christians 

and churches into ecumenical groups to promote their own false doctrine 

and make tons of money. 

This ‘Patriotic Revival’, like other noble causes, is being exploited by 

unscrupulous false teachers, who are using this to draw away followers, 

enrich themselves and promote their false doctrines. There is no valid 
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justification for partnering with false teachers in any format, at any venue, 

however noble it seems. The effect, unintended or otherwise, is to 

legitimatize the false teachers before the public. 

Rather than join in public crusades with false teachers, the Bible explicitly 

says that Christians, including pastors, are to ‘Mark those who cause 

divisions and offenses, contrary to the doctrine which you learned, and 

avoid them’ Romans 16:17 (don’t join them; avoid them). 

It should be noted: Calvary Chapel Chino Hills pastor Jack Hibbs has ignored 

repeated warnings sent to him about his associations with well-known false 

teachers.   

The issues with Jack Hibbs seem to have started with his association with 

Charlie Kirk of Turning Point USA, whose affinity with Dominion Theology is 

evident. As Hibbs is at the forefront of the Calvary Chapel pastor 

involvement – the following is a timeline of his compromises: 

Dec. 5, 2019 – Hibbs hosts Charlie Kirk – who revealed his connection to 

dominion theologians at the CPAC speech, where he declared, ‘Finally we 

have a president that understands THE SEVEN MOUNTAINS of cultural 

influence.” 

Jan. 5, 2020 – Participated in the Ecumenical “Evangelicals for Trump” event, 

which brought together well-known evangelical pastors with Word of Faith 

and NAR linked false teachers. 

Jan 20, 2020 CC pastors Hibbs and McCoy speak at the “California Renewal 

Project” in Anaheim, CA., alongside NAR apostate Che Ahn. 

July 22, 2020 – Promotes NAR linked “Saturate” event, which featured 

Bethel’s Sean Feucht (pronounced ‘foyt’).  

Jan. 29, 2022 – Hibb’s own “Love Life” Conference with Bethel Redding guy 

Michael Seifert. 

Micheal Seifert comes out of Bethel’s NAR linked School of 

Supernatural Ministry, and was on staff at their ranch for a time. He 

was “knighted” by Bethel leaders Bill Johnson and Chris Vallotton. In 

his Instagram post he exclaims: “Today I got the amazing honor of 
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being blessed, commissioned and knighted by the two fathers of 

Bethel…”  

And we have the (Feb. 3rd) live stream event of the “Pastors Town Hall’.  A 

prime example of this NAR/ Dominionist infiltration into mainstream 

evangelism – This is a monthly video conference featuring Calvary Chapel 

pastor Mike McClure and NAR-apostle Che Ahn. Among the affiliated 

organizations is “Revive California” is simply a front for Che Ahn, Bill Johnson 

& their NAR friends. 

One might wonder why the Calvary Chapel pastors who are involving 

themselves in these events don’t at least use disclaimers – stating that they 

are not theologically aligned with these false teachers. Without at least 

some form of disclaimer, these events could likely cause many to assume 

the dangerous false teachers involved are orthodox, and biblically sound – 

and thus be emboldened to become followers of these wolves.” 

Again, as we’ve seen numerous times, if our pulpits were providing in-depth 

teaching, the members of our congregations (at least those who are applying what 

they’re hearing) would have developed enough discernment to recognize these 

false movements for what they are. 

Ok, I’m sure you get the point. Here’s the next part of the letter to Sardis. 

(Rev. 3:3-4) “Remember therefore how you have received and heard; hold 

fast and repent. Therefore, if you will not watch, I will come upon you as a 

thief, and you will not know what hour I will come upon you. You have a few 

names even in Sardis who have not defiled their garments; and they shall 

walk with Me in white, for they are worthy.” 

Sardis had ‘received and heard’ the truth and they needed to hold to what they 

heard and turn back to those things.   

Stedman describes this best; 

“The first need of a church that is dying or dead is to awaken to its condition. 

These words in Greek are staccato commands, sharp words, like a slap in the 

face, designed to stimulate, to wake up. In the letter to the Ephesians, Paul 

says, ‘Wake up, O sleeper, rise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you,’ 
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(Ephesians 5:14 NIV). This was the need of the church here in Sardis. Wake 

up! Honestly face your failure! Sense the deadness of your life! A church in 

this state needs to ask itself some very serious, sobering, honest questions. 

It needs to wake up!” 

During out study of the letter to Thyatira, we looked at the place in history each of 

these churches in Rev. 2 & 3 had.  Sardis was the period of the Reformation under 

Luther.  But there has always been some confusion about the difference between 

the Reformation and Protestantism.   

The statement by our Lord about “incomplete works” shows that even though 

Sardis (and the Reformation) started well, they eventually devolved into something 

that was lifeless.  Walter Scott gives us a great explanation of this.  So, as I read his 

comments, try to see how this has happened in our generation also. 

“We must distinguish between the Reformation and Protestantism; the 

former was a divine work, the latter a human system.  When the energy of 

the Reformers succeeded in breaking the chains and shackles of the worst 

tyranny which history records, the crucial question arose:  Will the energy 

and zeal be maintained?  Alas, the Reformation, like every movement begun 

in the Spirit, soon lapsed into a cold, formal, lifeless, orthodox thing. The 

Reformers, and notably those who succeeded them, commenced the system 

of making churches instead of searching Scripture, from which they could 

alone learn what the Church of God is.  In Protestantism we have not the 

horrors nor gross corruption of the Middle Ages under Catholicism, but 

rather the sleep of death.  There is a name to live, but only a name.  The 

change from the Roman Catholicism to Protestantism, from Thyatira to 

Sardis, may be described as a step out of the 'chamber of horrors' into the 

'cell of death.'  There is the appearance of life, but He Whose eyes search all 

things and pierce through the outward covering says 'thou art dead'." 

I want to look now at the most important indictment against Sardis; an indictment 

that is repeated throughout Scripture as a warning to all generations.  The word in 

vs.2 "perfect" or "complete" is our key word.  The primary issue with Sardis is that 

they began well but then stopped, and their lack of momentum brought them into 

deadness and formalism.   

A living, beating heart of flesh became a cold, lifeless, white-washed tombstone.   
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This idea of stopping short of God's end was the primary characteristic of the 

Reformation.  The Lord does not say that the work was not good, only that it was 

not complete.    

The recovery of "justification by faith alone", hidden under Catholicism during dark 

ages, was a vital recovery, but it was only meant to be the beginning of a full 

recovery.  The Reformation was a new beginning but did not provide for "going on 

to maturity".   

Now, vs. 3 reads; “Remember therefore how you have received and heard; 

hold fast and repent. Therefore, if you will not watch, I will come upon you 

as a thief, and you will not know what hour I will come upon you.” 

This verse has a double meaning – the first is that the warning is addressed to 

Sardis in the first century and they are warned of judgment if they don’t repent 

and recover what they’ve lost; and the other is a warning to the Sardis-like 

churches at the end of the church age, which is why John uses the phrase Paul uses 

in his letter to the Thessalonians. 

(1 Thess. 5:2,6) “For you are fully aware that the Day of the Lord will come 

like a thief in the night. . . So then, let us not sleep as the others do, but let 

us watch and be alert.” 

As to the secondary warning to churches like Sardis in our generation: Of course 

they won’t know when He’s coming; they’re asleep.   

We’ve spent a great deal of time in past studies discussing this, but again, we can 

see how important it is to the Lord that we “watch” and that we “know” where we 

are in the history of God’s formation of the Body of Christ. 

But Revelation 3:4-5 shows that during the age of Sardis (just as now) there are a 

few who maintain the purity of their lives and devotion to the Lord; those who do 

not restrict the living water to their own pre-designed denominational or non-

denominational format.  

In practice they walked apart from the spiritual death in Sardis.  But the main 

influence, and the numbers, were with the popular side - “a few names” in Sardis 

had not defiled their garments.   
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The majority had a name in the world, the few were unknown, and had no official 

standing, but each one of this group was personally known to God. 

Now, we need to focus for a few minutes on vs. 5 

“He who overcomes shall be clothed in white garments, and I will not blot 

out his name from the Book of Life; but I will confess his name before My 

Father and before His angels.” 

Again, from Campbell Morgan; 

“In Scripture the robing of the saint is ever an expression of the saint’s own 

service and character. In the description of the white-robed multitude in 

Revelation, it is said that their white robes are the righteousness of the 

saints—not the righteousness of God, but the righteousness of the saints. 

This is to say, fidelity of character and of service shall eventually have its 

outward manifestation. . . the righteousness of the saints bestowed in the 

form of a garment is the divine recognition of their office and ministry as the 

priests of God. They have not defiled their garments as others have done in 

Sardis, and now they are promised that in the future they will have the 

heavenly white garment and will walk with Christ because they are judged as 

worthy.” 

To understand the “blotting” mentioned in this verse, we have to look at parallels 

in Scripture when God's people were in similar conditions and received warnings 

like this - especially as related to the "Book of Life".   

In Exodus 32 the context is God's people moving into apostasy - falling from the 

original vision in the giving of the Law, and embracing impurity and idolatry.  They 

had rejected Moses' authority and were going on with their own self-made 

religion; 

(32:23) “For they said to me, ‘Make us gods that shall go before us; as for 

this Moses, the man who brought us out of the land of Egypt, we do not 

know what has become of him.’” 

But among the general crowd of defectors, we find a remnant of those standing 

with Moses (a few names stayed true to him).   
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(32:26) “Then Moses stood in the entrance of the camp, and said, ‘Whoever 

is on the Lord’s side—come to me!’ And the sons of Levi gathered 

themselves together to him.” 

Then the "Book of Life” issue is raised  

(32:33) “And the Lord said to Moses, ‘Whoever has sinned against Me, I will 

blot him out of My book.’” 

Exodus 32:34-35 explains the "blotting" process as a judgment - in this case, a 

plague. 

“Now therefore, go, lead the people to the place of which I have spoken to 

you. Behold, My Angel shall go before you. Nevertheless, in the day when I 

visit for punishment, I will visit punishment upon them for their sin. So, the 

Lord plagued the people because of what they did with the calf which Aaron 

made.”  

This is a definite historical parallel with what we see happening in Sardis.  We can 

see this also taught in 1 Cor. 10:1-12, where we see 'apostasy' (a departure from 

the original purpose) leading to physical death.   

“Moreover, brethren, I do not want you to be unaware that all our fathers 

were under the cloud, all passed through the sea, all were baptized into 

Moses in the cloud and in the sea, all ate the same spiritual food, and all 

drank the same spiritual drink. For they drank of that spiritual Rock that 

followed them, and that Rock was Christ. But with most of them God was 

not well pleased, for their bodies were scattered in the wilderness. Now 

these things became our examples, to the intent that we should not lust 

after evil things as they also lusted. And do not become idolaters as were 

some of them. As it is written, “The people sat down to eat and drink, and 

rose up to play.” Nor let us commit sexual immorality, as some of them did, 

and in one day twenty-three thousand fell; nor let us test Christ, as some of 

them also tempted, and were destroyed by serpents; nor complain, as some 

of them also complained, and were destroyed by the destroyer. Now all 

these things happened to them as examples, and they were written for our 

admonition, upon whom the ends of the ages have come. Therefore, let him 

who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall.” 
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I know we are living in the age of Grace; and I know that there are huge differences 

between the Old and New Covenants.  But for people who seem to believe that 

God deals differently with rebellion in the Old Testament than He does in the New 

Testament, don’t forget Paul’s words in 1 Cor. 10:10; 

“. . . all these things happened to them as examples (as warnings), and they 

were written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the ages have 

come.” 

Now we know what the warning was to Sardis.  

You probably noticed that both Thyatira and Sardis are warned of physical death as 

a result of sin, and as with Corinth, we are dealing with God's own people being 

"blotted"; not unbelievers being condemned. 

The "blotting" spoken of in vs. 5 has nothing to do with losing one's salvation; it 

refers to the same action, on God's part, as we saw in Ex. 32.  God may discipline 

His rebellious children even to the point of removing them from this earthly life, if 

they choose the death of stagnant Christianity over life in the Spirit. 

But for those who hold fast to Life in Christ, their "name", rather than being an 

empty or hollow profession, will be declared throughout heaven in the presence of 

the Father and of the angels.   

And as with all the letters in Rev. 2 & 3, the most important personal discipline any 

of us could have is repeated again in vs. 6, “He that has an ear, let him hear what 

the Spirit says to the churches.” 

We may not see the full significance of our faithfulness now (I'm sure we don't); 

but if we hold to the Truth, we will rejoice forever that following Him was the 

choice we made - even if it seemed like we were alone.  

 

 

 

 

 


